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           Many Reedies were probably a little saddened that the school’s cherry blossoms had all 
but finished falling by the end of  last week, but few were more despondent than the photog-
raphers Reed hires to trick people into thinking the school is a lush, sunny paradise.

           “It’s a really tricky business,” said photographer Ed Parker, who camped in front 
of  Elliot Circle for the last three weeks to get a good shot.  “You need three things: falling 
cherry blossoms, sunlight, and happy students studying.  Do you know how many times all 
three of  those happen at once? One time.  For six minutes.  And I left the lens cap on.”

           Peter Brock, another photographer, agreed with Ed’s analysis.  “Sometimes it’s sunny 
and there’s some kid reading Socrates or some shit, but the cherry blossoms aren’t falling.  
Sometimes there’s a kid with a flute and the cherry blossoms are slowly drifting on the wind, 
floating like tiny pink vessels on currents of  majesty and wonder, and it’s darker than the rash 
on my ass and pouring harder than my dog whenever anyone slams the door too loudly.  But 
this time of  year, it’s usually sunny with plenty of  cherry blossoms, but the few kids that are 
out look like they want to sleep or drink.”  Brock shook his head.  “I got maybe two pictures, 
but they only pay me twelve dollars per picture.  I have four children.”

           Reed, which for the first three-fourths of  the school-year is cold, grey and rainy, has 
not specified how many photogenic moments the vigil of  approximately thirty photogra-
phers captured during the “Reed photo season,” which this year lasted from last Monday to 
last Thursday.  However, Pamphlette sources within the administration have confirmed it is 
somewhere between “two and three.”

by EC

          Yesterday, with the coordinated use of  nuclear weapons, robotic battle-droids, and 
military technology leagues ahead of  our most forward-thinking science fiction, North 
Korea re-absorbed South Korea and completely eradicated the United States.  The attack 
followed repeated warnings from North Korea that they were entering a militarized state 
in response to “provocation” from South Korea and the United States.  The country 
even explicitly threatened nuclear strikes against Hawaii, Washington DC, and Los Ange-
les, but nearly everyone considered the maneuver a bluff.  Unfortunately, North Korea’s 
nuclear arsenal, strike capability, and advances in robotic and biological engineering were 
all too real.

           In the space of  twelve hours, North Korea revealed that they had a cloaked, 
Avengers-style aircraft carrier hovering above Seoul.  The carrier deployed approximately 
two thousand robot commandos, who easily wiped out both the South Korean and 
American soldiers stationed by the city, before combining to form a single, two hundred-
foot tall robot.  The giant robot spent the rest of  the day destroying South Korea’s 
remaining forces before swimming to Japan. Meanwhile, the country also revealed they 
had several underwater missile-bases, from which they fired the two hundred thousand 
warheads that wiped out the continental United States.  The missiles proved impervi-
ous to American missile defenses, as each missile was actually made of  several trillion 
nanobots, allowing them to change shape to avoid obstacles.  It has been confirmed that 
Hawaii and Alaska were eliminated when the dinosaur clone army was finally deployed 
via rocket.

           “Honestly, it took longer than I thought,” said Kim Jong-Un, who is threatening 
to wipe out all of  Europe unless they agree to become vassal states to his new empire.  
“If  we had gotten out the clones in time, I don’t think it would have taken as long.”

           The international situation in the wake of  North Korea’s onslaught is rapidly 
shifting.  The United States is an irradiated wasteland, Canada and Mexico both face 
massive fallout from the blast, as well as dinosaurs wandering from Alaska and flying 
from Hawaii, and Tokyo remains under attack from the robot calling itself  “Pulgasari 
2000X.”  Regardless, nearly every country is expected to surrender to Kim Jong-Un 
within the next forty-eight hours.

North Korea Invades South 
Korea, Wipes out U.S. 

by SS

As it turns out, North Korea’s military strength was much closer to the technol-
ogy preented in the Indian blockbuster Enthiran than anybody could have ever 

imagined.

        The plot thickened Saturday night on overpriced laptops all across campus when re-
nowned director and screenwriter M. Night Shyamalan tweeted that he has “...been directing 
Reed Emissions (formerly known as Reed Releases) since the beginning,” in what he calls an 
interactive work focusing on “honesty, judgment, and the basest sort of  mob mentality.”

       Shyamalan notes that he had to do very little in his role as moderator for the student 
confessions/connections page. “I just set up the framework,” he said when contacted by the 
Pamphlette yesterday. “You dumb fuckers did the rest.

        “The first few emissions,” Shyamalan said, “‘were pretty boring. Horny college student 
seeks other horny college student for sexytiems,’ et cetera. I thought, hey, maybe if  I stir the 
pot a little, the real stuff  will start leaking out.”

       Shyamalan insists that he himself  wrote “...no more than eight or nine” of  the page’s 
1000+ posts. “I will admit that some of  the earliest weird ones were mine,” he says, “but 
the real Reedies took over really quickly--it’s like, once they saw some of  the weird shit their 
classmates were supposedly into, they just let it all hang out.

       “Really,” Shyamalan continues, “it all went better than I could have possibly expected. 
You guys fell directly into the trap I set for you, just like so many audiences have over the 
years. I know a few of  you won’t be surprised to hear this plot twist, but I also know that 
many of  you will flip a shit, and that’s very exciting to me.

       “So many people have commented on these posts, some of  them intelligently, some of  
them supportively, some of  them even offering some pretty legit advice. Another large seg-
ment of  the commenters, though, seemed genuinely malicious toward their classmates--they 
saw other people being human, being flawed, making mistakes, and they struck like sharks 
that smelled someone’s crusty-ass tampon.

       “I was reminded of  some of  the great psychological experiments from that time before 
ethics review boards, you know? People have no problem attacking the anonymous, espe-
cially when they know other people will back them up.

       “People were asking me when I first started this, you know, what my angle was,” says 
Shyamalan,  “‘something like this needs a conflict, needs a villain to drive the plot,’ they said. 
‘Who’s your villain here?’ and I would just smile; this is what I’d planned from the beginning.

        “The villain is YOU, Reed Emissions commenters. You think it’s these anonymous kids 
who didn’t happen to audit the same critical gender theory classes that you did, or who say 
dumb things when they’re drunk, or who maybe actually sorta suck sometimes, and so you 
cast yourselves as the good guys, taking them down. You were all wrong. I think this plot 
twist will start a lot of  conversations.”

Looney & Looney Advertising, Inc.
Most controversial of  all was Shyamalan’s confession that he’s a huge meme-face fan.

by SS

M. Night Shyamalan: Secret   
Director of Reed Emissions

Uncle Duncan said I’d never make it in advertising.  Here’s why.

Stable full of  naked horses? Clothe them with PAMPERS Diapers!

When the chips are down, at least you have chips...DORITOS

SCHWEPPE’S GINGER ALE: it won’t get you drunk, but it won’t get you less drunk?

Suffering from consumption in 17th century Prague?  We cannot help you. TYLENOL 
PM

Would you like TUMS with that shake? (Tums, this ad is for Tums)

Friday night, no tomorrow.  RED LOBSTER

Slurman and Son Divorce Law: Leave your wife TODAY!  No refunds.

Hinkley Auto Parts: good luck getting to Mexico without functional brakes.  No, really, 
good luck.  

Editor’s note: I don’t know what this is supposed to be, but it seemed fitting. by HL Some photographers resort to close-ups to avoid awkward naked hipster youths.

Reed’s 3-Week Photogenic Period Ends


